Posted March 9, 2009          Marisa Christiano, AAHCC
 
Well, I have to say, third babies DO throw you for a loop.  I am so glad we had him at home.      Labor started at 1:00 am and was different then my other two because my water didn't break first.  My contractions were 4-5 minutes apart and lasting anywhere from 60-75 seconds so we called our birth team and they were right on their way.  Ben filled up the bath tub and found me a top to wear and in the bath I went.  It felt really good to have Ben pour warm water over my belly during contractions.  After I don't know how long the tub wasn't comfortable anymore so I got out and the toilet wasn't comfortable either ... nor was the bed.  I knew in my head that since I couldn't get comfortable I was nearing transition.  It seemed like forever at that point.  I was expecting a few nice long, hard contractions and then I would need to push but that didn't happen.  The contractions were so intense for such a long time that I just knew I couldn't do it anymore!  (Another great sign!)  It still seemed like forever until I had to push- and I really needed Ben.  He did exactly as I asked and got me through the toughest part of my labor.  Finally I got the urge to push and when I did, my bag of water burst and went all over the place.  Almost instantly his head seemd to come crashing down.  I gave it all I had and with only a few pushes, baby Nathan was here, 4:59 am.  He was posterior, which I didn't know until after he was born because I didn't have back labor as some women describe with posterior babies, but I am suprised that I was able to push him out so quickly seeing that he was born posterior.
It was a lot of hard work.  Much more work then with my other two.  I remember Ryan's birth like it was yesterday, and it was so much easier. Having such a difficult labor makes me more happy to have been able to do it at home.  My birth team was wonderful and I couldn't imagine doing it any other way. 
 
Nathan Michael
Born at home, 3/10/09
4:59 am  8lb 2oz, 21"
 
We also did a placenta print.  We used water color paper, laid the placenta on a chux pad and positioned it, then used the blood as ink and laid the paper over the placenta and pressed on it.  It came out really nice.

